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        We recommend checking out our discussion threads on the Zeiss 3-15x50 Conquest HD5 Riflescope 522631 9982,
        which address similar problems with connecting and setting up Riflescopes Zeiss.
        


        


        

        
        
      
	
        User manual for the Zeiss 3-15x50 Conquest HD5 Riflescope 522631 9982

        The user manual for the Zeiss 3-15x50 Conquest HD5 Riflescope 522631 9982 provides
        necessary instructions for the proper use of the product Optics  -  Riflescopes & Sights  -  Riflescopes.
        


        The 3-15x50 Conquest HD5 Riflescope from Zeiss combines large objective lens, fully multicoated optics made of High Definition (HD) glass, longer than average range capability, and zoom magnification. The 50mm objective increases light gathering capacity of this rifle scope which allows you to extend your hunting day and take shots at dawn or dusk. The High Definition (HD) glass and Zeiss' T* anti-reflection coatings provide enhanced light transmission and image clarity, contrast, and color fidelity. The LotuTec protective lens coatings repel water and dust particles from the surface to allow you an unobstructed clear view in a variety of environmental and terrain conditions. 

 Aiming is parallax-free from 50 yards to infinity, and offers a 1/4 MOA per click impact point correction, a 34 MOA windage, and 60 MOA elevation adjustment with hunting turrets. Simply remove the protective cup, make your windage or elevation adjustment, and close the cup. To make it easier for you to use any flat shooting or hot loaded magnum, ultra magnum and Weatherby type hunting calibers the scope features a non-illuminated Rapid-Z 800 reticle with the newly added confidence of enhanced solid crosshairs for close distance low light target acquisition on big game. The RAPID-Z ballistic reticles feature numbered holdover lines that correspond to target distances and wind compensation hashes to correct for crosswinds. The reticle is located at a second focal plane and appears the same in size regardless of your zoom setting. To adjust it, use the left side parallax correction turret. 

 The riflescope also features a 1" diameter main tube and is nitrogen-filled water and fogproof. The housing is made anodized aluminum alloy and has a scratch-resistant matte-black finish.        
      
	        
        If you own a Zeiss riflescopes and have a user manual in electronic form,
        you can upload it to this website using the link on the right side of the screen. 
        


        You can upload and download the manual for the Zeiss 3-15x50 Conquest HD5 Riflescope 522631 9982 in the following formats:
        	*.pdf, *.doc, *.txt, *.jpg - Other formats are unfortunately not supported.


                                
      
	
        Additional parameters of the Zeiss 3-15x50 Conquest HD5 Riflescope 522631 9982:
 	 Magnification 	 3 - 15x 
	 Objective Lens Diameter 	 50mm 
	 Reticle 	 Rapid-Z 800, second focal plane 
	 Field of View 	 34' - 6.8' @ 100 yd (11.3 - 2.3 m @ 100 m) 
	 Parallax Correction 	 Parallax - free from 50 yards 
	 Eye Relief 	 89 mm 
	 Exit Pupil Diameter 	 10 - 3.3 mm 
	 Diopter Adjustment 	 +2 to -3 
	 Impact Point Correction 	 1/4 MOA 
	 Maximum Windage/Elevation Adjustment 	 34 MOA / 60 MOA 
	 Weatherproofing 	 Waterproof rated to 400 mbar
 Fogproof 
	 Temperature Ranges 	 - 4 to 140°F (- 20 to 60°C) 
	 Dimensions 	 Length: 13.8" (35 cm)
 Main tube diameter: 1" (25.4 mm)
 Objective tube diameter: 2.4" (60 mm)
 Eyepiece tube diameter: 1.73" (44 mm) 
	 Weight 	 24.7 oz (700 g) 

 
     
	
        The user manual for the Zeiss 3-15x50 Conquest HD5 Riflescope 522631 9982 can be downloaded in .pdf
        format if it did not come with your new riflescopes, although the seller is
        required to supply one. It is also quite common that customers throw out
        the user manual with the box, or put the CD away somewhere and then can’t find it.
        That’s why we and other Zeiss users keep a unique electronic library
        for Zeiss riflescopess,
        where you can use our link to download the user manual for the Zeiss 3-15x50 Conquest HD5 Riflescope 522631 9982.
        


        The user manual lists all of the functions of the Zeiss 3-15x50 Conquest HD5 Riflescope 522631 9982, 
        all the basic and advanced features and tells you how to use the riflescopes.
        The manual also provides troubleshooting for common problems. Even greater
        detail is provided by the service manual, which is not typically shipped with the product,
        but which can often be downloaded from Zeiss service.
        


        If you want to help expand our database, you can upload a link to this website
        to download a user manual or service manual, ideally in .pdf format. These pages
        are created by you – users of the Zeiss 3-15x50 Conquest HD5 Riflescope 522631 9982. User manuals are also
        available on the Zeiss website under Optics  -  Riflescopes & Sights  -  Riflescopes.
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      Question and answer discussion forum concerning user instructions and resolving problems with the Zeiss 3-15x50 Conquest HD5 Riflescope 522631 9982

Post new comment to Zeiss 3-15x50 Conquest HD5 Riflescope 522631 9982

	Subject: Parrallax
	Date: 30.12.2019 00:39:20	Author: Wisener Darwin
	What is the parallax increments on the conquest hd5 3-15x50.  Looks like it starts at 50.... each increment thereafter is what distance?  50 yards?



Please help.... thank you... Darwin
	Reply
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